
 
 

 
 
PUBLIC SECTOR ASSET MANAGEMENT 

SERVICES 

At Rockies Property Group (RPG), we are in pursuit         
of improvements and efficiencies in the governance       
of public real estate assets. 
 
Through the strategic management of public real       
estate assets, we look for opportunities to enhance        
Council members’ and Administration’s ability to      
achieve their stated policies and strategic plans. 
 
Our guiding philosophy is that each public real estate         
property purposefully serves the public interest and       
fully aligns with Council’s led-directives and the       
municipality’s strategic growth plans. 
 
To achieve optimal performance and utilization of       
public real estate assets, Rockies Property Group       
evaluates the performance of public sector real       
estate through consultation with stakeholders and      
end-users. Additionally, we consult with stakeholders      
to establish key performance indicators for each       
public real estate asset while accounting for       
economic, social, spiritual, and political factors. 
 
On a micro-level, a comprehensive analysis is       
performed on individual public real estate assets to        
assess its existing purpose and utilization level; and        
to further evaluate whether the existing costs to        
maintain and to operate the asset may be achieved         
in a more economically sustainable manner. 
 
With RPG’s in-depth analysis and recommendations,      
public sectors will be empowered: 

1. To implement efficiencies in the governance      
of public real estate assets; 

2. To uncover the highest and best use of each         
asset; 

3. To strategically position each public asset to       
best serve and advance the public’s interest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT US 

Rockies Property Group consists of seasoned      
commercial real estate professionals with experience      
in both the public and private sectors, and in facets          
of commercial real estate including transactional      
brokerage, property management, assessment and     
taxation, and appraisal. 
 
The RPG team is founded on the vision of providing          
transparency and accountability in public sector real       
estate management; and we are in the pursuit of         
identifying gaps/areas of improvement, designing     
innovative solutions, and driving sustainable     
long-term growth. 
 

CONTACT 

Andy Zheng Chan, B.Comm, RPA, AACI. P.App 
President and Founder 
azc@rockiespg.com | (+1) 780-200-1617 
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